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FEEDING THE INNOVATION PIPELINE
Overview
•
28 ER1-projects
•
2016-2018
•
80 academic and industry partners
•
European Union and EU Associated Countries (Switzerland, Norway, Iceland,
Serbia, Israel, Turkey).
ATM excellence & outreach
•
Automation, robotics and autonomy
•
Complexity, data science and information management
•
Environment and meteorology for ATM
•
Economics, legal and regulation
ATM application-oriented research
• High-performing airport operations
• Advanced air traffic services
• Enabling aviation infrastructure
• ATM operations, architecture, performance and validation

DELIVERING TIMELY SOLUTIONS
-

63 SESAR Solutions and candidate solutions in the pipeline
40+ already under deployment across Europe
Disseminated through EU aviation standards
Clear associated benefits and deployment timeline

GROWING RECOGNITION FOR EXPLORATORY
RESEARCH RESULTS

SESAR INNOVATION DAYS
The flagship event for ATM research
• Poster presentations
• Peer reviewed papers
• Young Scientists Award
• Debates
• Networking
• Site visits
2019 edition –
save the date!
2-6 December
2019, Athens

NURTURING
TOMORROW’S TALENT
1st place: Gianluca Di Flumeri

Electroencephalography-based measures of mental
workload for the development of passive braincomputer interfaces for use in operational
environments

2nd place: Riccardo Patriarca

Risk and safety management for sociotechnical
systems: From Newtonian reasoning to resilience
engineering

3rd place: Goran Pavlovic
Airport pair-route charging system

Importance of knowledge transfer
Georg Trausmuth, Engage Network
13 March 2019, World ATM Congress

Overview

• The consortium
• What the KTN is about
• Thematic challenges at the core
• join our next workshop

• Industry partners
• how to get involved
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The consortium

A mix of industry and academia; 2018-2021

engagektn.com
twitter.com/EngageKTN
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What the KTN is about
Core objectives and activities

• Better integrate more applied/industrial & exploratory research (two-way process)
•

mutual benefit, integrated into the KTN fabric, funded; interdisciplinary

• Education and training: future ATM skilled workforce
•
•
•
•

“develop new talent with a deep knowledge of the future ATM scientific research needs ...
stimulating the next generation of ATM staff”
supporting 11 PhDs (launching in April 2019) (nearly all with (industry) co-funding)
3 summer schools; ATC training courses; lecture programmes at the ‘grass roots’ level
SESAR Innovation Days

• Knowledge hub (wiki) as a ‘go-to’ source, single point of entry for ATM knowledge
•

popular demand: improved search functionality; consolidated repository

• Not only larger concepts, but sum of large number of support actions
•

multiple grants (e.g. for student mobility, industry speakers at events); ‘light touch’ approach
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Thematic challenges at the core

New research threads that permeate the KTN
website
open invitation
industry partners

16 catalyst funds
maturing the
challenges; industry
with academia
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Thematic challenges at the core

New research threads that permeate the KTN
#1. CNS vulnerability and security
27 March 2019, SJU, Brussels
Contact point: Paula López, Innaxis
#2. Data-driven trajectory prediction
06 November 2018, UPC, Barcelona
Contact point: Dirk Schaefer, EUROCONTROL

Briefing notes
on website

#3. Efficient use of MET data
13 November 2018, SJU, Brussels
Contact point: Tatjana Bolić, University of Trieste
#4. Novel market mechanisms in ATM
25 October 2018, UoW, London
Contact point: Andrew Cook, University of Westminster

engagektn.com
twitter.com/EngageKTN
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Industry partners

Current partners (>50, …)

(+ ...)
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Industry partners
Why join?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate access to planning and shaping future research needs
Funding to participate in workshops and to join other events, such as SESAR Innovations Days
Participate in the Engage Awards Board, e.g. for future funding proposals
Get involved with reviews of conference and journal papers … the very latest ideas in your domain
Integrate with bright young minds, PhDs, building solutions for tomorrow
Offer industry placements, get involved in exchanges and recruitment activities
Propose new thematic challenges where basic research can be matured to higher TRLs
Help to build ATM concepts roadmap – what pieces are missing/needed regarding industry needs?

Please visit the
website!

engagektn.com
twitter.com/EngageKTN
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Introduction to the SESAR
Knowledge Transfer Network: Engage

Thank you

Electroencephalography-based
measurement of controller mental
workload
Gianluca Di Flumeri, Sapienza University Rome
13 March 2019, World ATM Congress

An error could have dramatic consequences
 More than 70% of aviation accidents are due to human errors, most of them
caused by operators’ (traffic controllers, pilots) overload or Future
mental ambition/vision
status
impairment.Disruptive


Unprecedented level of heterogeneity/diversity &
growth in
consequent complexity will require further…
traffic people
size
Over 1.2 million
die each year on the world’s roads, millions more sustain

serious injuries affecting their whole life. Human error is the main cause of the
57 % of road accidents and contributing factor in over 90 % of them.

 Medical errors cause high people mortality, about 100.000 people per year
only in USA. Furthermore, about the 10 % oh hospitalized patients experienced
complications on their treatments due to medical mistakes.

The Human Factor is
the most important but the less controllable factor
in operational environments.

(WHO Report, 2015; Boeing Report, 2011)
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A Human Factor problem
 Operator may cause an accident due to
inadequate training, unrealistic schedules,
systems of compensation that encourage
speeding and consecutive hours of operation.
 Accidents caused by human error are not based
solely on physical impairments: also mental
states issues can also lead to error commission.
 Human performance are not constants but they
depend on the actual psychophysical state of
the operator.
21

The Human Performance Envelope
 Human performance degradation results from the interaction of
multiple HFs and this interaction is still mostly underexplored.
The concept of Human Performance Envelope (HPE), a function
defined by relevant HFs and associated scales, aims to predict
operator’s performance defining a region where performance
will be tolerable, and where it starts to become hazardous
(H2020 Future Sky Safety program).

One of the current limitations is the lack of objective information about the
operator’s psychophysiological status while dealing with operative activities.
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Lack of objective information about the operator’s
psychophysiological status while dealing with operative activities.

!
!
!

Future ambition/vision

Self-assessed
Disruptivemeasures are subjective and cannot be collected while operating. Also, the
Unprecedented level of heterogeneity/diversity &
in
operatorgrowth
could
be
not
aware
of
an
incoming
psychophysiological
impairment.
consequent complexity will
require further…
traffic size
Supervisor assessment could have a certain subjective bias. Also, sometimes human state
degradation could be covert (i.e. not perceivable from his behaviour).
System data often highlight risky behaviours “after the fact”.
Neurophysiological measures could provide objective information about human
mental states. The assessment of the different mental states would allow to solve
the Human Factor issue related to the HPE characterization.
(Parasuraman et al., 2008; Borghini et al., 2017)
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The concept

Cognitive Neuroscience applied to aviation and operational environments
VIGILANCE

EEG
EYES GAZE
ECG
GSR

WORKLOAD

STRESS

BIOSIGNAL
PROCESSING

…

…

OPERATOR’S

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STATE

BIOSIGNALS

Neurophysiological metrics of Human Factor Components
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Mental workload and adaptive automation
12 student ATCOs (23 ± 2 years old).
 EEG with 9 electrodes
 2 testing scenarios of 15 minutes (5 mins
EASY, 5 mins MEDIUM, 5 mins HARD):
1. Adaptive Automation off (AA off);
2. Adaptive Automation on (AA on) 
online testing
 High realistic settings:
• Real workstation, realistic simulation
scenario normally used for training, 2
aircraft pseudo-pilots.
25

Mental workload and adaptive automation
*

*

a) The t-tests showed a significant increasing
(p = 0.03) of the WEEG indexes distribution
between the Easy and the Hard periods
only for the AA Off condition.
b) The shape of the WEEG distributions related
to the Hard slot, for both the two
conditions (AA On/Off). The AA On indexes
were significantly (p = 0.04) lower than
during the AA Off scenario. No differences
between the Easy condition.
c) Time course of the WEEG index, during both
the two scenarios (AA On/Off), with the AA
activation segments (Trigger)
for a
representative subject.
(Aricò et al., 2016. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience)
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Vigilance and adaptive automation
•

14 professional ATCOs (Age: 45.0 ± 7.5 years)

•

15-channels EEG data

•

2 realistic ATM scenarios (BASELINE and SOLUTION)

•

Eye-tracking device also for measurements

•

NASA-TLX after each experimental scenario

*
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Evaluation of human-machine interaction

28

Conclusions
 Neurometrics allow to obtain objective insights about human mind while dealing with tasks
that are difficult or even impossible to obtain by using traditional approaches.
 Neurometrics allow to obtain information about the intrinsic causes (mental overload,
stress, loss of situation awareness, etc.) of abnormal human behaviours, in order to
mitigate and eventually prevent them.
 Neurometrics allow to monitor online
human mental states, in order to develop
BCI-based systems able to adapt their
behaviour (adaptive automation) on the
basis of the operator’s state.
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Future trends
Research
Obtain insights about covert
and/or unconscious reasons
of human behaviour.

Industry
Human-centred design of
Brain-Computer Interfaces to
workstations/dashboards/ support operators and improve
cockpits.
Human-Machine interaction.

It is not science fiction,
it is reality!

www.brainsigns.com
> 30 high-impact scientific publications,
1 patent, 1 book, various awards
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Dr. Gianluca Di Flumeri, PhD
gianluca.diflumeri@brainsigns.com

Thank you very much
for your attention!

Airport-pair charging in Europe impacts of ATM fragmentation
Goran Pavlovic, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering
Belgrade University
13 March 2019, World ATM Congress

Background and motivation
Future ambition/vision

• Current CRCO route charging scheme – negative effect of aircraft taking detours
Disruptive
around
charging zones with higher unit rates (L.
Delgado,
2015).
Unprecedented
level
of heterogeneity/diversity &
growth in
traffic size

Policy negatively impacting operations!

consequent complexity will require further…

Fuel

, CO2 , traffic shifts etc.

• Airport-pair (Origin-Destination) charging (APC) - often seen as a solution, but
remains an under-researched topic in ATM community!
• SESAR Exploratory research project COCTA: APC taken as one of the “enablers”
for the concept.
• APC opens new opportunities for innovative pricing mechanisms
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What is airport-pair charging?
Option 1:
• independent of the chosen route between two airports
• Airport-pair charge * mass factor
Example: FRIDAY (R. Verbeek, 2016): charged route - Great Circle Line
Option 2:
• Airport-pair unit rate (APUR) * mass factor * distance factor
• Distance factor remains to reflect the amount of service provided
• Additional incentive to choose shortest route
Option 3…?
34

Challenges and potential solution
How to set APUR in order to recover the costs of individual Air Navigation
Service Providers (ANSPs) involved in service provision for a particular airportpair, given the uncertainty in the chosen routes?
Weighted average formula:

Obviously, APUR would depend on the traffic distribution over the charging
zones, i.e. the APUR value would be influenced by the cost of service provision
in different zones and by the level of ATM fragmentation between the observed
airports.
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Impact of ATM fragmentation - analysis
•
•
•
•

Timeframe: 61 summer days (June and July 2016)
Geographical scope: flights within, to/from Europe
Filter: airport-pairs with >= 10 days of traffic
Trajectory type: last-filed flight plan trajectories (Eurocontrol DDR service)

daily variability of ANSP shares and APUR
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Results (1)

•
•

Large portion of flights stay within 3
charging zones (≈62%)
Geographical differences in APUR reflect
diverging costs of providing ATC services in
different parts of Europe
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Results (2)
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Results (3)
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Choosing reference APUR, further research
Can we estimate the traffic distribution
over the charging zones for a given
airport pair and thus choose APUR for
the reference year?

?

Would this be facilitated in a potential
scenario where Network Manager is
granted more demand management
instruments?
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QUESTIONS?

Thank you very much
for your attention!

g.pavlovic@sf.bg.ac.rs

Wrap-up
Peter Hotham, Deputy Executive Director, SESAR Joint
Undertaking
13 March 2019, World ATM Congress

SESAR 2020 EXPLORATORY RESEARCH – GET INVOLVED!
Exploratory research call (ER-4 -€ 38+M)
Not restricted to SESAR JU Members
Topics: ATM excellent science & outreach and ATM
applications oriented research
To be published soon on SESAR JU and EU H2020 portal:
www.sesarju.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/info/fundingtenders/opportunities/portal/screen/home
Engage Knowledge Transfer Network
Participate in workshops, thematic challenges and activities
https://engagektn.com/
Exploratory research call (ER-4 -€ 38+M)
Not restricted to SESAR JU Members
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Thank you very much
for your attention!

